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Communicate, explore, create.... As illustrated by the electronically generated cover image, computers can unleash your productivity, imagination, and creativity. In Understanding Computers, 98 Edition,
Charles S. Parker helps prepare you not only for the present but also for the constantly changing future. The text is packed with leading-edge topics like intranets, webcasting, Java, 3-D interfaces, digital
video disks, and more. In addition to learning about current technological issues, you'll gain a firm understanding of the fundamental concepts of computers explained in a clear, straightforward style. Book
jacket.
Master HTML and CSS with Interactive Exercises and a unique Hands-On Project Have you always wanted to learn HTML and CSS but are afraid it'll be too difficult for you? Or perhaps you are a blogger
who wants to tweak your blog's design without having to spend money on an expensive theme? This book is for you. You no longer have to waste your time and money learning HTML and CSS from lengthy
books, expensive online courses or complicated tutorials. Nor do you have to spend money buying expensive website themes. There are tons of free CSS templates online that you can download and modify
to build your own website IF you know HTML and CSS. What this book offers... HTML and CSS for Beginners Complex concepts are broken down into simple steps to ensure that you can easily master the
two languages even if you have never coded before. Carefully Chosen Examples (with images) Examples are carefully chosen to illustrate all concepts. In addition, images are provided whenever necessary
so that you can immediately see the visual effects of various CSS properties. Learn The Languages Fast Concepts are presented in a "to-the-point" style to cater to the busy individual. With this book, you can
learn HTML and CSS in just one day and start coding immediately. How is this book different... The best way to learn HTML and CSS is by doing. End-of-Chapter Exercises Each CSS chapter comes with an
end-of-chapter exercise where you get to practice the different CSS properties covered in the chapter and see first hand how different CSS values affect the design of the website. Bonus Project The book
also includes a bonus project that requires the application of all the concepts taught previously. Working through the project will not only give you an immense sense of achievement, it'll also help you see how
the various concepts tie together. After completing the project, you will not walk away with just a vague understanding of HTML and CSS. You will have achieved a level of understanding and mastery that
enables you to start coding your own website immediately. Are you ready to dip your toes into the exciting world of HTML and CSS? This book is for you. Click the "Add To Cart" button and download it now.
What you'll learn: What is CSS and HTML? What software do you need to write and run CSS codes? What are HTML tags and elements? What are the commonly used HTML tags and how to use them?
What are IDs and Classes? What is the basic CSS syntax? What are CSS selectors? What are pseudo classes and pseudo elements? How to apply CSS rules to your website and what is the order of
precedence? What is the CSS box model? How to position and float your CSS boxes How to hide HTML content How to change the background of CSS boxes How to use the CSS color property to change
colors How to modify text and font of a website How to create navigation bars How to create gorgeous looking tables to display your data .. and more... Click the "Add to Cart" button and download the book
now to start learning HTML and CSS. Learn them fast and learn them well.
Ready to start this new journey into the Python’s world? Python is the ideal language to learn for budding developers. It is a modern object-oriented programming language with easy to read code and an
extensive internet bank of modules. It offers high-level dynamic data types, many built-in functions, and operators, classes, garbage collection, and supports dynamic typing. Python runs on just about any
device. Python is an OSI approved open-source software application that makes it free to download and install. Python For Beginners: A crash course to learn Python Programming in 1 Week will take you
through the basics of getting started with Python programming step by step. This tutorial will teach you everything you need to know to get you to the next programming level. The book covers all the Python
basics, with follow-along examples and exercises, giving you a hands-on learning approach. By the time you have made your way through the book, you will be ready to tackle the beginner’s and a few
intermediate projects waiting for you at the end of it. This book covers where to and how to download and install Python. You will learn how to download and install PyCharm which is an integrated
development environment where you will learn to write code. The content covers all the basics such as variables, statements, functions, keywords, data types, and more. Python For Beginners: A crash
course to learn Python Programming in 1 Week has everything you need to learn to comfortably move on to more advanced programming. It is an entry-level tutorial guide that makes Python easy and fun to
learn. Get your copy Now
If you are new to both JavaScript and programming, this hands-on book is for you. Rather than staring blankly at gobbledygook, you'll explore JavaScript by entering and running hundreds of code samples in
Firebug, a free JavaScript debugger. Then in the last two chapters, you'll leave the safety of Firebug and hand-code an uber cool JavaScript application in your preferred text editor. Written in a friendly,
engaging narrative style, this innovative JavaScript tutorial covers the following essentials: Core JavaScript syntax, such as value types, operators, expressions, and statements provided by ECMAScript.
Features for manipulating XHTML, CSS, and events provided by DOM. Object-oriented JavaScript, including prototypal and classical inheritance, deep copy, and mixins. Closure, lazy loading, advance
conditional loading, chaining, currying, memoization, modules, callbacks, recursion, and other powerful function techniques. Encoding data with JSON or XML. Remote scripting with JSON-P or
XMLHttpRequest Drag-and-drop, animated scrollers, skin swappers, and other cool behaviors. Optimizations to ensure your scripts run snappy. Formatting and naming conventions to prevent you from
looking like a greenhorn. New ECMAScript 5, DOM 3, and HTML 5 features such as Object.create(), Function.prototype.bind(), strict mode, querySelector(), querySelectorAll(), and
getElementsByClassName(). As you can see, due to its fresh approach, this book is by no means watered down. Therefore, over the course of your journey, you will go from JavaScript beginner to wizard,
acquiring the skills recruiters desire.
Essential skills for first-time programmers! This easy-to-use book explains the fundamentals of HTML and Web development. The modular approach of this series--including drills, sample projects, and
mastery checks--makes it easy to learn to use this powerful programming language at your own pace.
Thoroughly revised, this third edition focuses on modern techniques used to generate synthetic three-dimensional images in a fraction of a second. With the advent of programmable shaders, a wide variety of
new algorithms have arisen and evolved over the past few years. This edition discusses current, practical rendering methods used in games and other applications. It also presents a solid theoretical
framework and relevant mathematics for the field of interactive computer graphics, all in an approachable style. The authors have made the figures used in the book available for download for fair
use.:Download Figures. Reviews Rendering has been a required reference for professional graphics practitioners for nearly a decade. This latest edition is as relevant as ever, covering topics from essential
mathematical foundations to advanced techniques used by today’s cutting edge games. -- Gabe Newell, President, Valve, May 2008 Rendering ... has been completely revised and revamped for its updated
third edition, which focuses on modern techniques used to generate three-dimensional images in a fraction of the time old processes took. From practical rendering for games to math and details for better
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interactive applications, it's not to be missed. -- The Bookwatch, November 2008 You'll get brilliantly lucid explanations of concepts like vertex morphing and variance shadow mapping—as well as a new
respect for the incredible craftsmanship that goes into today's PC games. -- Logan Decker, PC Gamer Magazine , February 2009
Crash Course - your effective every day study companion PLUS the perfect antidote for exam stress! Save time and be assured you have all the core information you need in one place to excel on your
course and achieve exam success. A winning formula now for over 15 years, each series volume has been fine tuned and fully updated, with an improved layout tailored to make your life easier. Especially
written by junior doctors - those who understand what is essential for exam success - with all information thoroughly checked and quality assured by expert Faculty Advisers, the result is a series of books
which exactly meets your needs and you know you can trust. Psychiatry can present a unique and sometimes daunting set of challenges to those approaching the specialty for the first time. This substantially
revised fourth edition provides an accessible yet comprehensive introduction to this fascinating field. Ideal both as a revision aid and for preparation for work in A&E, the wards, clinics or GP surgeries, this
book is full of practical hints and tips which will inspire confidence and to guide you towards systematic assessments, rational diagnoses and evidence based management plans. More than 220 line artworks,
tables and boxes present clinical, diagnostic and practical information in an easy-to-follow manner Friendly and accessible approach to the subject makes learning especially easy Written by junior doctors for
students - authors who understand exam pressures Contains 'Hints and Tips' boxes, and other useful aide-mémoires Succinct coverage of the subject enables 'sharp focus' and efficient use of time during
exam preparation Contains a fully updated self-assessment section - ideal for honing exam skills and self-testing Provides the exam syllabus in one place - saves valuable revision time Written by recent
graduates and specialty trainees - those closest to what is essential for exam success Quality assured by leading Faculty Advisors - ensures complete accuracy of information Features the ever popular 'Hints
and Tips' boxes and other useful aide-mémoires - distilled wisdom from those in the know Fully updated self-assessment section matching the latest exam formats - confirm your understanding and improve
exam technique fast Includes useful 'Learning Objectives' at the start of each chapter Pharmacological and disease management information updated in line with current best practice guidelines.
Javascript For Beginners! The Ultimate Beginners Crash Course To Learn Javascript Quickly And Easily Are You Ready To Learn How To Write Clean, Javascript Code? If So You've Come To The Right
Place - Regardless Of How Little Experience You May Have! Learning to program is a fantastic still, and if you're a newbie you've ended up in the right place! JavaScript is a fantastic first or second
programming language to learn (and master with the help of this book!). There's a ton of other technical guides out there that aren't clear and concise, and in my opinion use far too much jargon. My job is to
teach you in simple, easy to follow terms how to get started and excel at JavaScript programming. You'll find my personal notes and tips peppered throughout the book, making it personal and easy to learn.
Here's A Preview Of What JavaScript For Beginners Contains... An Introduction to JavaScript Learning The Basics of JavaScript JavaScript As A Client Side Scripting Language JavaScript As The Web's
Assembly Language JavaScript As A Programming Language - Exactly What You Need To Know Programming And Scripting Explained What A Program Is, How They Work And How To Easily Create Them
How To Embed JavaScript In HTML Files Internal Coding With JavaScript How To ACTUALLY Read JavaScript Statement And Its Parts Including Literals, Variables, Identifiers, Operators, Expressions Code
Blocks And Functions Conditional Statements Including If, If Else, Else If And Much, Much More! Order Your Copy Now And Let's Get Scripting!"
"Have you always wanted to learn computer programming but are afraid it'll be too difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other programming languages but are interested in learning the Python language
fast? This book is for you"--Page 4 of cover.

The second edition of the best-selling Python book in the world (over 1 million copies sold!). A fast-paced, no-nonsense guide to programming in Python. Updated and thoroughly revised to
reflect the latest in Python code and practices. Python Crash Course is the world's best-selling guide to the Python programming language. This fast-paced, thorough introduction to
programming with Python will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work in no time. In the first half of the book, you'll learn basic programming concepts, such
as variables, lists, classes, and loops, and practice writing clean code with exercises for each topic. You'll also learn how to make your programs interactive and test your code safely before
adding it to a project. In the second half, you'll put your new knowledge into practice with three substantial projects: a Space Invaders-inspired arcade game, a set of data visualizations with
Python's handy libraries, and a simple web app you can deploy online. As you work through the book, you'll learn how to: • Use powerful Python libraries and tools, including Pygame,
Matplotlib, Plotly, and Django • Make 2D games that respond to keypresses and mouse clicks, and that increase in difficulty • Use data to generate interactive visualizations • Create and
customize web apps and deploy them safely online • Deal with mistakes and errors so you can solve your own programming problems If you've been thinking about digging into programming,
Python Crash Course will get you writing real programs fast. Why wait any longer? Start your engines and code!
The second edition of this best-selling Python book (over 500,000 copies sold!) uses Python 3 to teach even the technically uninclined how to write programs that do in minutes what would
take hours to do by hand. There is no prior programming experience required and the book is loved by liberal arts majors and geeks alike. If you've ever spent hours renaming files or updating
hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be. But what if you could have your computer do them for you? In this fully revised second edition of the best-selling
classic Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you'll learn how to use Python to write programs that do in minutes what would take you hours to do by hand--no prior programming experience
required. You'll learn the basics of Python and explore Python's rich library of modules for performing specific tasks, like scraping data off websites, reading PDF and Word documents, and
automating clicking and typing tasks. The second edition of this international fan favorite includes a brand-new chapter on input validation, as well as tutorials on automating Gmail and Google
Sheets, plus tips on automatically updating CSV files. You'll learn how to create programs that effortlessly perform useful feats of automation to: • Search for text in a file or across multiple
files • Create, update, move, and rename files and folders • Search the Web and download online content • Update and format data in Excel spreadsheets of any size • Split, merge,
watermark, and encrypt PDFs • Send email responses and text notifications • Fill out online forms Step-by-step instructions walk you through each program, and updated practice projects at
the end of each chapter challenge you to improve those programs and use your newfound skills to automate similar tasks. Don't spend your time doing work a well-trained monkey could do.
Even if you've never written a line of code, you can make your computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, 2nd Edition.
HTML and CSS can be a little daunting at first but fear not. This book, based on Shay Howe's popular workshop covers the basics and breaks down the barrier to entry, showing readers how
they can start using HTML and CSS through practical techniques today. They'll find accompanying code examples online, while they explore topics such as the different structures of HTML
and CSS, and common terms. After establishing a basic understanding of HTML and CSS a deeper dive is taken into the box model and how to work with floats. The book includes an
exercise focused on cleaning up a web page by improving the user interface and design, solely using HTML and CSS. With a few quick changes the web page changes shape and comes to
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life. Interactive, technically up-to-the-minute and easy-to-understand, this book will advance a student's skills to a professional level.
Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One combines these three fundamental web development technologies into one clearly written, carefully organized, step-by-step tutorial that
expertly guides the beginner through these three interconnected technologies. In just a short time, you can learn how to use HTML, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript together to
design, create, and maintain world-class websites. Each lesson in this book builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials from the ground up. Clear instructions and
practical, hands-on examples show you how to use HTML to create the framework of your website, design your site’s layout and typography with CSS, and then add interactivity with
JavaScript and jQuery. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common web development tasks. Practical, hands-on examples show you how to apply what you learn.
Quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your skills. Learn how to… Build your own web page and get it online in an instant Format text for maximum clarity and
readability Create links to other pages and to other sites Add graphics, color, and visual pizzazz to your web pages Work with transparent images and background graphics Design your site’s
layout and typography using CSS Make elements move on your page with CSS transformations and transitions Animate with CSS and the HTML5 Canvas element Write HTML that’s
responsive web design-ready Design a site for mobile devices Use CSS media queries and breakpoints Get user input with web-based forms Use JavaScript to build dynamic, interactive web
pages Add AJAX effects to your web pages Leverage JavaScript libraries such as jQuery Make your site easy to maintain and update as it grows
A step-by-step guide that spices up your web pages and designs them in the way you want using the most widely used JavaScript library, jQuery. The beginner-friendly and easy-tounderstand approach of the book will help get to grips with jQuery in no time. If you know the fundamentals of HTML and CSS, and want to extend your knowledge by learning to use
JavaScript, then this is just the book for you. jQuery makes JavaScript straightforward and approachable – you'll be surprised at how easy it can be to add animations and special effects to
your beautifully designed pages.
-- 55% OFF For Bookstores! -- Are you looking for the PERFECT introduction into the world of coding? Want to uncover the secrets of Python, SQL, C++ and so much more? Are you looking
for the ultimate guide to getting started with programming? Then this bundle is for you. Written with the beginner in mind, this incredible 7-in-1 book bundle brings you everything you need to
know about programming. Packed with a ton of advice and step-by-step instructions on all the most popular and useful languages, you'll explore how even a complete beginner can get started
with ease! Covering data science, Arduino, and even Raspberry pi, you'll learn the fundamentals of object-oriented programming, operators, variables, loops, classes, arrays, strings and so
much more! Here's just a little of what you'll discover inside: Uncovering The Secrets of C++, C#, Python, SQL and More Breaking Down The Fundamentals of Data Science Understanding
The Different Classes, Operations, and Data Types Fundamental Programming Skills That YOU Need To Know Tips and Tricks For Getting The Most out of Each Language The Best
Strategies For Using Arduino and Raspberry Pi Common Errors and How To Troubleshoot Them And Much More! No matter your level of programming experience, this bundle uses step-bystep instructions and easy-to-follow advice so you can get the most out of programming. Explore these amazing languages, master the fundamentals of programming, and unleash your
programming potential today! Buy it now and let your customers start their journey in programming!
Html Beginner's Crash CourseHtml for Beginner's Guide to Learning Html, Html & Css, & Web DesignCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
What people are saying about Building iPhone Apps w/ HTML, CSS, and JavaScript "The future of mobile development is clearly web technologies like CSS, HTML and JavaScript. Jonathan
Stark shows you how to leverage your existing web development skills to build native iPhone applications using these technologies." --John Allsopp, author and founder of Web Directions
"Jonathan's book is the most comprehensive documentation available for developing web applications for mobile Safari. Not just great tech coverage, this book is an easy read of purely
fascinating mobile tidbits in a fun colloquial style. Must have for all PhoneGap developers." -- Brian LeRoux, Nitobi Software It's a fact: if you know HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you already
have the tools you need to develop your own iPhone apps. With this book, you'll learn how to use these open source web technologies to design and build apps for the iPhone and iPod Touch
on the platform of your choice-without using Objective-C or Cocoa. Device-agnostic mobile apps are the wave of the future, and this book shows you how to create one product for several
platforms. You'll find guidelines for converting your product into a native iPhone app using the free PhoneGap framework. And you'll learn why releasing your product as a web app first helps
you find, fix, and test bugs much faster than if you went straight to the App Store with a product built with Apple's tools. Build iPhone apps with tools you already know how to use Learn how to
make an existing website look and behave like an iPhone app Add native-looking animations to your web app using jQTouch Take advantage of client-side data storage with apps that run
even when the iPhone is offline Hook into advanced iPhone features -- including the accelerometer, geolocation, and vibration -- with JavaScript Submit your applications to the App Store with
Xcode This book received valuable community input through O'Reilly's Open Feedback Publishing System (OFPS).
Want to learn the Python language without slogging your way through how-to manuals? With Head First Python, you’ll quickly grasp Python’s fundamentals, working with the built-in data
structures and functions. Then you’ll move on to building your very own webapp, exploring database management, exception handling, and data wrangling. If you’re intrigued by what you can
do with context managers, decorators, comprehensions, and generators, it’s all here. This second edition is a complete learning experience that will help you become a bonafide Python
programmer in no time. Why does this book look so different? Based on the latest research in cognitive science and learning theory, Head First Pythonuses a visually rich format to engage
your mind, rather than a text-heavy approach that puts you to sleep. Why waste your time struggling with new concepts? This multi-sensory learning experience is designed for the way your
brain really works.
JavaScript was written to give readers an accurate, concise examination of JavaScript objects and their supporting nuances, such as complex values, primitive values, scope, inheritance, the
head object, and more. If you're an intermediate JavaScript developer and want to solidify your understanding of the language, or if you've only used JavaScript beneath the mantle of libraries
such as jQuery or Prototype, this is the book for you. This updated and expanded second edition of Book provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a clear structural
framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader
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understands even the most complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject . We hope you find this book useful in
shaping your future career & Business.
Python Crash Course is a fast-paced, thorough introduction to Python that will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work in no time. In the first half of the book,
you’ll learn about basic programming concepts, such as lists, dictionaries, classes, and loops, and practice writing clean and readable code with exercises for each topic. You’ll also learn how
to make your programs interactive and how to test your code safely before adding it to a project. In the second half of the book, you’ll put your new knowledge into practice with three
substantial projects: a Space Invaders–inspired arcade game, data visualizations with Python’s super-handy libraries, and a simple web app you can deploy online. As you work through
Python Crash Course you’ll learn how to: –Use powerful Python libraries and tools, including matplotlib, NumPy, and Pygal –Make 2D games that respond to keypresses and mouse clicks,
and that grow more difficult as the game progresses –Work with data to generate interactive visualizations –Create and customize Web apps and deploy them safely online –Deal with
mistakes and errors so you can solve your own programming problems If you’ve been thinking seriously about digging into programming, Python Crash Course will get you up to speed and
have you writing real programs fast. Why wait any longer? Start your engines and code! Uses Python 2 and 3
A full-color introduction to the basics of HTML and CSS from the publishers of Wrox! Every day, more and more people want to learn some HTML and CSS. Joining the professional web
designers and programmers are new audiences who need to know a little bit of code at work (update a content management system or e-commerce store) and those who want to make their
personal blogs more attractive. Many books teaching HTML and CSS are dry and only written for those who want to become programmers, which is why this book takes an entirely new
approach. Introduces HTML and CSS in a way that makes them accessible to everyone—hobbyists, students, and professionals—and it’s full-color throughout Utilizes information graphics and
lifestyle photography to explain the topics in a simple way that is engaging Boasts a unique structure that allows you to progress through the chapters from beginning to end or just dip into
topics of particular interest at your leisure This educational book is one that you will enjoy picking up, reading, then referring back to. It will make you wish other technical topics were presented
in such a simple, attractive and engaging way! This book is also available as part of a set in hardcover - Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781119038634; and in
softcover - Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781118907443.
Master HTML and CSS fundamentals to create beautiful websites. The best book on the market for modern web design fundamentals! Every one of the over 4 billion webpages online today
use HTML markup language to display its content. HTML is everywhere. Experienced developers know that a mastery of HTML and CSS fundamentals is not only an essential web design
skill, but also the solid foundation of a robust coding skillset. In HTML & CSS QuickStart Guide author, instructor, and 10+ year Fortune 500 tech company veteran David DuRocher breaks
down HTML5 and CSS3 fundamentals manageable, practical, and engaging segments designed for first-time developers. David’s unique and engaging approach to teaching HTML and CSS
principles means that readers are ready to start designing from the very first chapter without enduring an avalanche of boring jargon or dry technobabble. Use the enclosed bonus digital asset
access to go beyond the book with your own hands-on project, GitHub code repository, online tools, resources, and more! No matter whether you are a student, jobseeker looking to improve
your resume, freelancer, designer, experienced developer, or just someone who wants to create their own website from scratch, everything you need to know is right here in this book! Truly
anyone, at any stage of their lives, can learn to code. HTML and CSS are the perfect starting point on that journey—easy to learn, easy to implement, HTML & CSS open the door to a world of
coding possibilities. HTML & CSS QuickStart Guide Is Perfect For: - Full stack developers looking to brush up on their front-end development skills - Jobseekers looking to increase the value
of their resume - Artists, bloggers, and digital entrepreneurs who want to customize their web presence - WordPress, Shopify, and Squarespace users who want to tweak templates and make
them their own - Anyone who wants to create attractive, responsive, and modern websites with no prior experience needed HTML & CSS QuickStart Guide Covers: - HTML and CSS for
Beginners – all of the core HTML and CSS fundamentals you need to know in one place - HTML tags, CSS elements, CSS styling, and exactly how to fit the pieces together - Futureproofing –
how to design sites that look great on any browser, any device - How to save time using best practices to produce clean and tidy code - Formatting, sizing, fonts, images, multimedia, forms,
sprites, and gradients – all of the tools you need to make your website 100% your own! HTML and CSS QuickStart Guide Will Teach You: - Modern Web Design Fundamentals – How to use
the powerful combination of HTML5 and CSS3 to build functional and responsive web pages - Site Structure and Responsive Design Principles – How to format HTML and CSS markup to
produce attractive web sites and web pages that look great on any browser and any device. - Breathing Life Into Your Projects – How to incorporate forms, multimedia elements, special
characters and more into your web projects - Correct Markup Best Practices – How to efficiently use CSS and HTML together to produce clean, professional HTML documents using industrystandard tools such as GitHub - HTML and CSS for Beginners – HTML and CSS elements, formatting, padding, gradients, menus, testing, debugging, keeping your site’s code up to date and
more—all supported with abundant visual examples and a practical hands-on project! *LIFETIME ACCESS TO FREE HTML AND CSS DIGITAL ASSETS* - A complete hands-on project using
an industry-standard GitHub code repository along with a complete online HTML, CSS, and web design resource library, web development cheat sheets, and more!
If you have been looking for a new and easy way to learn C++ look no further. This book will teach you the basics about C++ and how to get started as well as more advanced issues. This
tutorial is suitable for users with no experience or basic knowledge of general programming. This book is not only for individuals wanting to learn the basics of C++. If you are a programmer or
looking to get into programming, you are probably wondering what C++11 and C++ 14 have to offer. You’re probably wondering about their major differences and ultimately what it can do to
help you code more effectively. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: How to structure a C++ program; How to create basic I/O programs; Programs to use when programming on C++ in
different operating systems; How to work with arrays and use functions; How C++ works with Object Oriented Programming; Multithreading support; Generic programming support; Uniform
initialization; Performance and Standard Library.
In just a short time, you can learn how to use HTML5, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS3), and JavaScript together to design, create, and maintain world-class websites. Using a straightforward,
step-by-step approach, each lesson in this book builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials from the ground up. Clear instructions and practical, hands-on examples
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show you how to use HTML to create the framework of your website, design your site's layout and typography with CSS, and then add interactivity with JavaScript and jQuery. Step-by-step
instructions carefully walk you through the most common web development tasks Practical, hands-on examples show you how to apply what you learn Quizzes and exercises help you test
your knowledge and stretch your skills Learn how to... Build your own web page and get it online in an instant Format text for maximum clarity and readability Create links to other pages and to
other sites Add graphics, color, and visual pizzazz to your web pages Work with transparent images and background graphics Design your site’s layout and typography using CSS Get user
input with web-based forms Use JavaScript to build dynamic, interactive web pages Add AJAX effects to your web pages Leverage JavaScript libraries such as jQuery Make your site easy to
maintain and update as it grows Contents at a Glance Part I Getting Started on the Web 1 Understanding How the Web Works 2 Structuring an HTML Document 3 Understanding Cascading
Style Sheets 4 Understanding JavaScript 5 Validating and Debugging Your Code Part II Building Blocks of Practical Web Design 6 Working with Fonts, Text Blocks, Lists, and Tables 7 Using
External and Internal Links 8 Working with Colors, Images, and Multimedia Part III Advanced Web Page Design with CSS 9 Working with Margins, Padding, Alignment, and Floating 10
Understanding the CSS Box Model and Positioning 11 Using CSS to Do More with Lists, Text, and Navigation 12 Creating Fixed or Liquid Layouts Part IV Getting Started with Dynamic Sites
13 Understanding Dynamic Websites and HTML5 Applications 14 Getting Started with JavaScript Programming 15 Working with the Document Object Model (DOM) 16 Using JavaScript
Variables, Strings, and Arrays 17 Using JavaScript Functions and Objects 18 Controlling Flow with Conditions and Loops 19 Responding to Events 20 Using Windows Part V Advanced
JavaScript Programming 21 JavaScript Best Practices 22 Using Third-Party JavaScript Libraries and Frameworks 23 A Closer Look at jQuery 24 First Steps Toward Creating Rich Interactions
with jQuery UI 25 AJAX: Remote Scripting Part VI Advanced Website Functionality and Management 26 Working with Web-Based Forms 27 Organizing and Managing a Website
Data science libraries, frameworks, modules, and toolkits are great for doing data science, but they’re also a good way to dive into the discipline without actually understanding data science.
In this book, you’ll learn how many of the most fundamental data science tools and algorithms work by implementing them from scratch. If you have an aptitude for mathematics and some
programming skills, author Joel Grus will help you get comfortable with the math and statistics at the core of data science, and with hacking skills you need to get started as a data scientist.
Today’s messy glut of data holds answers to questions no one’s even thought to ask. This book provides you with the know-how to dig those answers out. Get a crash course in Python
Learn the basics of linear algebra, statistics, and probability—and understand how and when they're used in data science Collect, explore, clean, munge, and manipulate data Dive into the
fundamentals of machine learning Implement models such as k-nearest Neighbors, Naive Bayes, linear and logistic regression, decision trees, neural networks, and clustering Explore
recommender systems, natural language processing, network analysis, MapReduce, and databases
C.1 ST. AID B & T. 09-14-2007. $18.95.
Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS and JavaScript All in One The all-in-one HTML, CSS and JavaScript beginner's guide: covering the three most important languages for web development.
Covers everything beginners need to know about the HTML and CSS standards and today's JavaScript and Ajax libraries - all in one book, for the first time Integrated, well-organized coverage
expertly shows how to use all these key technologies together Short, simple lessons teach hands-on skills readers can apply immediately By best-selling author Julie Meloni Mastering HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript is vital for any beginning web developer - and the importance of these technologies is growing as web development moves away from proprietary alternatives such as
Flash. Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One brings together everything beginners need to build powerful web applications with the HTML and CSS standards and the
latest JavaScript and Ajax libraries. With this book, beginners can get all the modern web development knowledge you need from one expert source. Bestselling author Julie Meloni (Sams
Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One) teaches simply and clearly, through brief, hands-on lessons focused on knowledge you can apply immediately. Meloni covers all the
building blocks of practical web design and development, integrating new techniques and features into every chapter. Each lesson builds on what's come before, showing you exactly how to
use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript together to create great web sites.
A fast-paced, thorough introduction to modern C++ written for experienced programmers. After reading C++ Crash Course, you'll be proficient in the core language concepts, the C++ Standard Library, and
the Boost Libraries. C++ is one of the most widely used languages for real-world software. In the hands of a knowledgeable programmer, C++ can produce small, efficient, and readable code that any
programmer would be proud of. Designed for intermediate to advanced programmers, C++ Crash Course cuts through the weeds to get you straight to the core of C++17, the most modern revision of the ISO
standard. Part 1 covers the core of the C++ language, where you'll learn about everything from types and functions, to the object life cycle and expressions. Part 2 introduces you to the C++ Standard Library
and Boost Libraries, where you'll learn about all of the high-quality, fully-featured facilities available to you. You'll cover special utility classes, data structures, and algorithms, and learn how to manipulate file
systems and build high-performance programs that communicate over networks. You'll learn all the major features of modern C++, including: • Fundamental types, reference types, and user-defined types •
The object lifecycle including storage duration, memory management, exceptions, call stacks, and the RAII paradigm • Compile-time polymorphism with templates and run-time polymorphism with virtual
classes • Advanced expressions, statements, and functions • Smart pointers, data structures, dates and times, numerics, and probability/statistics facilities • Containers, iterators, strings, and algorithms •
Streams and files, concurrency, networking, and application development With well over 500 code samples and nearly 100 exercises, C++ Crash Course is sure to help you build a strong C++ foundation.
Do you want to start to learn the main programming languages but are but are you frustrated at the idea that programming is difficult and complex for those who have never faced it? Ok, don't worry. This
bundle was created for you! ? "The most difficult language is your first". There is this myth in the programming world's. I've been there too, learning any programming language can be frustrating and
discouraging. I remember well the initial difficulties in learning my first programming language. Everything would have been easier if I had a guide that made me understand the real basics of programming.
Today, the computer is an indispensable tool in many fields. However, the machine can do absolutely nothing without software, that is, without a program that tells you what you have to do. A programming
language can be defined as an artificial language that allows the programmer to communicate with the computer to tell him what he has to do. To this end, man has invented many programming languages,
but all of them can be classified into three main types: the machine, low level, and high level. This bundle takes you to the discovery of the main programming languages required in the world of work, starting
from scratch. Book 1: Coding for beginners Start from here to learn the basics! This book covers: Getting Started with Coding Overview of the main programming languages Functions Strings Loops ObjectOriented Programming Algorithms... and so much more! Book 2: Coding with Python Learn one of the most popular programming language in the world! This book covers: What is Python? Why Python? How
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to Installing Python (Guide step by step) Python Basics Variables, Lists, Dictionaries, Functions... and so much more! Book 3: SQL programming for beginners SQL is the most universal and commonly used
database language! This book covers: SQL to Work with Databases Why is SQL So Great Creating and exploring a Database Getting Started with Queries Subqueries SQL Views and Transactions Book 4:
Coding HTML Learn the top three well-known markup languages HTML, JavaScript, and CSS This book covers: Fundamentals Of HTML HTML Styles All About Links, And Forms In HTML Frames, Colors,
And Layout Of HTML Fundamentals of Javascript Fundamentals of CSS... and so much more! After reading this book, you will be more than just a beginner, and you will be able to use that to your benefit so
that you can do everything from providing yourself with service to making a lucrative income. Are you ready to learn in a simple way?
Young fans are invited to join Josh, Blue, and their friends from Nickelodeon's Blue's Clues & You as they practice their ABCs using rhyming text and images of everyday objects.
Essential HTML skills—made easy! Thoroughly updated and revised, HTML: A Beginners Guide, Fifth Edition shows you, step by step, how to create dynamic websites with HTML. The book covers new
HTML5 features, including video, audio, and canvas elements. Learn how to structure a page, place images, format text, create links, add color, work with multimedia, and use forms. You'll also go beyond the
basics and find out how to work with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), create dynamic web content with JavaScript, upload your site to the web, and code HTML emails. By the end of the book you'll be able to
build custom websites using the latest HTML techniques. Chapters include: Key Skills & Concepts--Chapter-opening lists of specific skills covered in the chapter Ask the Expert--Q & A sections filled with
bonus information and helpful tips Try This--Hands-on exercises that show you how to apply your skills Notes--Extra information related to the topic being covered Tips--Helpful reminders or alternate ways of
doing things Self-Tests--End-of-chapter reviews to test your knowledge Annotated syntax--Example code with commentary that describes the programming techniques being illustrated
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Used by sites as varied as Twitter, GitHub,
Disney, and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails is one of the most popular frameworks for developing web applications, but it can be challenging to learn and use. Whether you’re new to web development or new only to
Rails, Ruby on Rails™ Tutorial, Fourth Edition, is the solution. Best-selling author and leading Rails developer Michael Hartl teaches Rails by guiding you through the development of three example
applications of increasing sophistication. The tutorial’s examples focus on the general principles of web development needed for virtually any kind of website. The updates to this edition include full
compatibility with Rails 5, a division of the largest chapters into more manageable units, and a huge number of new exercises interspersed in each chapter for maximum reinforcement of the material. This
indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for Rails, but also for the essential Ruby, HTML, CSS, and SQL skills you need when developing web applications. Hartl explains how each new
technique solves a real-world problem, and then he demonstrates it with bite-sized code that’s simple enough to understand, yet novel enough to be useful. Whatever your previous web development
experience, this book will guide you to true Rails mastery. This book will help you Install and set up your Rails development environment, including pre-installed integrated development environment (IDE) in
the cloud Go beyond generated code to truly understand how to build Rails applications from scratch Learn testing and test-driven development (TDD) Effectively use the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern
Structure applications using the REST architecture Build static pages and transform them into dynamic ones Master the Ruby programming skills all Rails developers need Create high-quality site layouts and
data models Implement registration and authentication systems, including validation and secure passwords Update, display, and delete users Upload images in production using a cloud storage service
Implement account activation and password reset, including sending email with Rails Add social features and microblogging, including an introduction to Ajax Record version changes with Git and create a
secure remote repository at Bitbucket Deploy your applications early and often with Heroku
If you’re a technical recruiter who wants to keep your skills up to date in the competitive field of technical resource placement, you need a detailed guidebook to outpace competitors. This technical skills
primer focuses on technology fundamentals—from basic programming terms to big data vocabulary, network lingo, operating system jargon, and other crucial skill sets. Topics covered include · sample
questions to ask candidates, · types of networks and operating systems, · software development strategies, · cloud systems administration and DevOps, · data science and database job roles, and ·
information security job roles. Armed with indispensable information, the alphabet soup of technology acronyms will no longer be intimidating, and you will be able to analyze client and candidate requirements
with confidence. Written in clear and concise prose, Technology Made Simple for the Technical Recruiter is an invaluable resource for any technical recruiter.
For the New 2020 Exam! AP® Psychology Crash Course® A Higher Score in Less Time! At REA, we invented the quick-review study guide for AP® exams. A decade later, REA’s Crash Course® remains
the top choice for AP® students who want to make the most of their study time and earn a high score. Here’s why more AP® teachers and students turn to REA’s AP® Psychology Crash Course®: Targeted
Review - Study Only What You Need to Know. REA’s all-new 3rd edition addresses all the latest test revisions taking effect through 2020. Our Crash Course® is based on an in-depth analysis of the revised
AP® Psychology course description outline and sample AP® test questions. We cover only the information tested on the exam, so you can make the most of your valuable study time. Expert Test-taking
Strategies and Advice. Written by a veteran AP® Psychology teacher, the book gives you the topics and critical context that will matter most on exam day. Crash Course® relies on the author’s extensive
analysis of the test’s structure and content. By following his advice, you can boost your score. Practice questions – a mini-test in the book, a full-length exam online. Are you ready for your exam? Try our
focused practice set inside the book. Then go online to take our full-length practice exam. You’ll get the benefits of timed testing, detailed answers, and automatic scoring that pinpoints your performance
based on the official AP® exam topics – so you'll be confident on test day. When it's crucial crunch time and your Advanced Placement® exam is just around the corner, you need REA's Crash Course for
AP® Psychology! About the Author Larry Krieger earned a B.A. in Psychology from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and an M.S. from Wake Forest University. In a career spanning more that 40
years, Mr. Krieger has taught a variety of AP® subjects. His popular courses were renowned for their energetic presentations, commitment to scholarship, and helping students achieve high AP® exam
scores. All of Mr. Krieger’s students scored above a 3 on their AP® exams, with most students scoring a 4 or a 5. In 2004 and 2005, the College Board® recognized Mr. Krieger as one of the nation’s
foremost AP® teachers. Mr. Krieger’s success has extended far beyond the classroom. He has written several history textbooks and is a co-author of REA’s Art History AP® test preparation guide. His latest
venture, the AP® Crash Course® series, helps students strategically and effectively prepare for their AP® exams.
Why do certain civilizations, societies, and ecosystems collapse? How does the domino effect relate to the credit crunch? When can mathematics help explain marriage? And how on earth do toads predict
earthquakes? The future is uncertain. But science can help foretell what lies ahead. Drawing on ecology and biology, math and physics, Crashes, Crises, and Calamities offers four fundamental tools that
scientists and engineers use to forecast the likelihood of sudden change: stability, catastrophe, complexity, and game theories. In accessible prose, Len Fisher demonstrates how we can foresee and manage
events that might otherwise catch us by surprise. At the cutting edge of science, Fisher helps us find ways to act before a full-fledged catastrophe is upon us. Crashes, Crises, and Calamities is a witty and
informative exploration of the chaos, complexity, and patterns of our daily lives.
JavaScript is at the heart of almost every modern Web application, whether it's Google Apps, Twitter, or the newest browser-based game. Though it's simple for beginners to pick up and play with, JavaScript
is not a toy—it's a flexible and complex language that can be used to build full-scale applications. Eloquent JavaScript dives into this flourishing language and teaches you to write code that's beautiful and
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effective. By immersing you in example code and encouraging experimentation right from the start, the author quickly gives you the tools you need to build your own programs. As you follow along with
examples like an artificial life simulation and a version of the classic game Sokoban, you'll learn to: –Understand the essential elements of programming: syntax, control, and data –Use object-oriented and
functional programming techniques to organize and clarify your programs –Script the browser and make basic Web applications –Work with tools like regular expressions and XMLHttpRequest objects And
since programming is an art that's best learned by doing, all example code is available online in an interactive sandbox for you to experiment with. With Eloquent JavaScript as your guide, you can tweak,
expand, and modify the author's code, or throw it away and build your own creations from scratch. Before you know it, you'll be fluent in the language of the Web.
Are you ready to program with Java in less than 1 week? Have you always wanted to learn computer programming but you thought is difficult for you? Or perhaps you know other programming languages but
you are interested in learning the Java language fast? If the answer is Yes.........then, this book is for you! For one, Java is arguably the most acclaimed skill and is in demand nearly everywhere. IBM, Infosys,
Twitter, Netflix, Google, Spotify, Uber, Amazon, Target, Yelp, Square, and other big players are always in need of a great Java programmer. Going by PayScale.com (the website that offers information about
salary), an average Java developer earns about $70,000 annually. As a pro in the field, you have the entire globe to work over, as the demand is never restricted to a particular geographical area. This book is
the ultimate beginners' crash course to Java programming, as it will help you learn enough about the language in as little as 1 week! Complex concepts are broken down into simple and easy steps to ensure
that you can easily master the Java language even if you have never coded before. Let me explain why this book is different... I think that the best way to learn Java (or any other skills) is by doing it. This
book includes visual charts that you'll guide you and help you learn those specific codes that you want to learn really fast. And in this way, believe me that you'll have an immense sense of achievement and
it'll also help you retain the knowledge and master the language. This book is for.... ? Those who are completely newbies with Java! ? Those who have basic information of this programming language! ?
Those who already have the knowledge but perhaps they want to master it well! The book is updated to the latest Java versions (8 and 10) and the main topics of what the book will be about include: * The
fundamentals of Java * How to program the right way, cutting out the useless fluff! * Use arrays and classes for managing program data. * Write programs that use loops to perform repetitive tasks. * Design
and write procedural programs that use methods. * Understanding Java Variables, Arrays, Loops, and Conditional Statements * Use if and switch statements to make decisions in your programs. * Learn the
concept of Object Oriented Programming (from fundamentals to advanced) * How to understand and write simple Java programs * And much, much more! Let's begin our learning. Click the BUY button now
and download the book now to start learning Java.
Flash is fading fast as Canvas continues to climb. The second edition of this popular book gets you started with HTML5 Canvas by showing you how to build interactive multimedia applications. You’ll learn
how to draw, render text, manipulate images, and create animation—all in the course of building an interactive web game throughout the book. Updated for the latest implementations of Canvas and related
HTML5 technologies, this edition includes clear and reusable code examples to help you quickly pick up the basics—whether you currently use Flash, Silverlight, or just HTML and JavaScript. Discover why
HTML5 is the future of innovative web development. Create and modify 2D drawings, text, and bitmap images Use algorithms for math-based movement and physics interactions Incorporate and manipulate
video, and add audio Build a basic framework for creating a variety of games Use bitmaps and tile sheets to develop animated game graphics Go mobile: build web apps and then modify them for iOS devices
Explore ways to use Canvas for 3D and multiplayer game applications
Your ABC Guide to HTMLWhat if you could learn HTML in a simple, straightforward way? Can you imagine the possibilities and doors that will open to you once you do? If there is one thing you need to know
about HTML coding, is that it's easy, and the learning process is very approachable. You can learn yourself through extensive research, but then we, at Quick Start Guides, like to make things easier for you
by developing this book! HTML Beginner's Crash Course is made to make the task simpler for you. In these pages you'll find complete detailed information for your learning. What are the advantages of being
able to code HTML?1. Putting up your own website. 2. Making a career out of it. 3. Building a business. 4. Understanding (in-depth) of how computers and coding work. These are just a few examples of what
you can do, when you become a pro, the possibilities are endless. What Will You Learn in this Book? -HTML Editors and Elements -Attributes -Formatting -Phrase tags -Meta Tags -Comments -Tables
-Colors -Background -Fonts -Marquees -Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) Why hire someone and spend money, if you can perform HTML coding by yourself? Read this book now to save time, customize your
plans, and open yourself up to a whole new world of possibilities and opportunities!
This book is for anyone who wants to have a go at creating commercially successfully games for Android and iOS. You don’t need game development or programming experience.
Do you want to develop a skill that will ensure you never go jobless again? Have you always wanted to learn how to program but could never afford those ridiculously expensive courses? Developers and
programmers are amongst the highest paid professions in the world, and according to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of jobs for software and app developers will increase by a shocking 24%
in the next few years. In 2019, the tech industry posted 4.6 million job openings in the US job market, and their direct economic output was estimated at 1.9 trillion dollars. There's no doubt that the IT industry
is the future, and software, web, and app developers are and will be the most coveted professionals for many years to come. But here's the shock you may not have seen coming: the IT industry has a
backdoor--you only need to know how to open it in order to jump straight on that cash wagon. The key to that door is JavaScript, a programming language that has withstood the test of time and has become
one of the most used languages. You might have heard about some of the companies that use JavaScript: Netflix, Google, Microsoft, eBay, Facebook, Uber, PayPal... The list goes on and on. Being
proficient in JavaScript will basically ensure that you never run out of job options. As with pursuing any new concept, learning how to program can be intimidating, especially for beginners. Even though
JavaScript is incredibly beginner-friendly, it's still complex enough for you to need a guide to lead you through the process of mastering it.
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